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A sample of 401 New York Stock Exchange firms which
issued new equity during the period 1962-1972 was examined
in order to study the informational content ot equity issues,
and the mechanism by which the market reacts to these issues.
It was expected that there will be some ex post long-term
price movements in the firm's stock, reflecting the market's
assessment of the value of projects which were later
financed by an equity issue. In addition, short-term
declines in price were expected due to the transactions cost
of a new issue, and a shift in the value of the firm from
equityholders to debtholders reflecting an unanticipated
reduction in the default risk of bonds by the influx of new
capital.
The sample was analysed by partitioning it into various
groups and using the cross-sectional and portfolio methods
of adjusting for market and risk factors and obtaining
estimates of excess returns. Daily price data were used.
The results show a 2-3% decline in the adjusted value of
equity on the day of the announcement of the issue, and the
day immediately preceeding it. No other significant price
movements occurred in the short-term, indicating that the
market completely discounted all information by the date of
announcement. Utilities experienced significant negative
long-term adjusted returns in the twelve months prior to the
announcement, indicating perhaps a forced equity issue due
to an unbalanced capital structure or poor cash flow.
Non-utilities experienced significant positive returns in
the months prior to the announcement, indicating an issue
to satisfy needs for profitable investment opportunities.
Other analyses were conducted testing the sensitivity of
these results to the size of the issue and amount of debt
in the firm.
The study concludes that the short-term response to
the announcement does indicate a reaction to the transactions
cost of the new issue and a shift in the value of the firm
from equityholders to bondholders that was not entirely
anti.ipated. The significant price movements that these
3firms experience in the months prior to the announcements
indicate that a major requirement for new capital has
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A new security issue of common stock often involves
the efforts of thousands of people in several industries.
The size of the issue may be as large as several hundred
million dollars. It can radically change the capital
structure of the firm. It may require that the corporation
attract many new investors. Certainly, such a major event
is of great importance to anyone studying the capital
markets. Some of the fundamental questions concerning a
new stock issue are:
1) How is the potential information contained in a
new issue discounted in the market price of the
firm's stock?
2) What variables associated with a new issue affect
the market's view of the issue?
3) How significant is the cost of issuing new securi-
ties, and by whom is this cost borne?
A firm issues a new security when it has the need for
additional funds above those provided by current operations.
The need could take many forms: capital may be required
for expansion, for repaying maturing debentures, or for
covering operating losses. When the firm issues a new
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security, it is competing for capital with other firms in
the capital market. The potential fluctuations in the
realized price of a new issue due to this competition and
due to market-wide movements are a risk to the issuing
firm. Underwriters are in the business of assuming this
risk, and providing a network of sales organizations. In
almost every case, corporations choose to have their equity
issue initially purchased by a group of underwriters, who,
for a fee, subsequently retail it to the market.
Some stock analysts believe that when new equity is
issued, the earnings of the firm are "diluted" in that they
must be distributed over more shareholders. They believe












earnings per share, will view this issue
and the price of the firm's stock will decline.
it is claimed that investors look at each
individual commodity, and that the stock market
such that when a company issues additional
price will have to fall because given the demand,
increased supply of stock.
the past twenty years, a great deal of theoreti-
the operations of the capital markets has been
This body of theory has come to be called
tal Theory".1 This theory differs fundamentally
1 For an excellent review of the theory and empirical
evidence, see Fama [9] and Jensen [15].
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from the segmented view of the market in that it assumes
that investors look to securities only as income-generating
devices, and as such they are perfectly substitutable for
one another in investors' portfolios. It is the returns
on a portfolio that is important to the investor, and indi-
vidual securities will be priced such that their expected
returns are equal once we adjust for risk differences.
The risk of a security is determined by the risk it con-
tributed to the investor's equilibrium portfolio, not its
total variance or risk.
Coupled with this view is the hypothesis that at any
one moment in time, the price of a security reflects all
available information about the security. The marketplace
is thought to be composed of thousands of investors who are
continuously looking at the values of their securities,
and other securities in the market, searching for profit
opportunities. This continuous search and the subsequent
reflection of any changes in their expectations in the price
of the firm's securities, assures, on average, that securi-
ties are priced close to their equilibrium values. At
least, there are no systematic and thus predictable deviations
from equilibrium that investors could exploit to increase
their trading profits. This hypothesis is known as "The
Efficient Markets Hypothesis". It states that the capital
markets efficiently process all new information, accurately
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react to it, and price every firm's securities on the basis
of all this information. Many fine insights into the
workings of the capital markets have been gained by research
revolving about this hypothesis. The bulk of the studies
suggest that the market does indeed efficiently price
securities and process new information about them. Summaries
of the significant research in the field can be found in
Fama [9] and Jensen [15].
Modern Capital Theory would predict several types of
price movements to be associated with the information of a
new equity issue. Since some basic requirement for new
capital exists, the market would evaluate this requirement
and reflect it in the price of the firm's stock. For
instance, if over the course of a few months, a firm embarks
upon a new set of projects which are expected to develop
into very profitable ventures (increase future earnings),
the market will have favorably changed its expectations of
the firm's future earnings, and the firm's stock price will
have risen to reflect the value of these investments.
So, in contrast to the segmented view of the market,
Modern Capital Theory contends that when a company goes to
the market to finance new investment, no price fall must
occur due to the dilution of equity. Since the market is
most concerned with future earnings, it will evaluate the
effects of these new investments on future earnings instead
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of reacting to the dilution of current earnings. Instead
of viewing the issue as a significant addition to the supply
of a particular firm's stock, Modern Capital Theory views
the issue as only a small additional member of a very
large capital market. Thus, the price of the firm's stock
will not automatically fall due to increased supply, but
rather will be adjusted on the basis of whatever information
on future earnings the issue carries.
As we have just discussed, a major part of the infor-
mation associated with an issue concerns to what uses the
capital will be put, and its effects on future earnings.
It is unlikely that a requirement for capital so great that
it causes a new security issue will precipitate overnight.
Instead, it is likely that this need will grow with time
and project requirements. In this case, the marketplace,
constantly evaluating their expectations of the company,
will be constantly adjusting the stock price to reflect
this need.
We are lead to expect that prior to the announcement of a
new equity, there will be some ex post long-term price move-
ments in the firm's stock, reflecting the market's assessment
of the value of projects that subsequently will be financed by
an equity issue. Of course, it is not impossible that a
capital requirement suddenly precipitates--a firm may lose
a major set of assets overnight when a foreign country
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nationalizes them, and needs to replace them domestically.
Such an occurrance would certainly constitute an unantici-
pated capital requirement. We expect, however, most
capital requirements causing an issue are anticipated,
and therefore may be observed in the stock price movements
prior to the announcement of the issue.
If we do not expect the basic requirement of an issue
to cause a short-term price change, since it is probably
already known to the market before the announcement of the
issue, then what do we expect to see on the date of announce-
ment of the issue? In general, only unanticipated changes
in expectations will cause a change in stock price on the
announcement date. Let us examine, then, what parts of the
information associated with a new issue.may be unanticipated.
One such event is the mechanics of the issue. Until
an issue is announced, the type of issue and its exact terms
and arrangements are unknown to the market. The cost of an
issue is always significant, and is usually between 3-11%
of the value of the issue.2 Since at least the transactions
cost must always be paid by the firm issuing stock, it
might be expected that this information would lead to a
slight decline in the firm's stock price when the announce-
ment of such an issue occurs.
2 See Table 46 for details.
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Modern Capital Theory also predicts that another type
of price movement will be associated with a security issue.
This movement deals with the expectations of the existing
security holders. Typically, a firm has a set of bond-
holders and shareholders. Each of them bought their respec-
tive securities based on their expectations. An unantici-
pated change in the capital structure of the firm will
certainly cause the price of the security to change. An
investor who purchases a firm's bonds has decided that,
given the financial risk of holding a bond of this particu-
lar firm, and given the interest rate on the bond, the bond
represents a good investment. Similarly, shareholders have
made the determination that the stock is a good investment
considering its present value and their expectations of the
future growth in price. If the firm issues some new,
additional equity, it will be bringing new capital into
the firm. This increase in funds will probably decrease
the chance that the firm will default on their existing
bonds. Since the bonds are priced to include the probabili-
ties of default, the price of the firm's bonds might be
expected to increase.
Since the value of the firm is composed of the sum of
the value of the debt and the equity, if the value of the
debt increases due to the issuance of new equity, the value
of the outstanding equity can be expected to decrease. We
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have hypothesized that capital requirements are likely to be
anticipated by the market. However, the type of issue--
debt or equity--would be much less likely to be anticipated. 3
Since the shift in value discussed here occurs only for an
equity issue, if the type of issue could not be totally
anticipated, we should observe some of the shift in stock
price at the announcement date, instead of the time at which
a new issue was anticipated.
We see, then, several predicted effects of a new stock
issue. Some would predict a decline in price due to the
increased supply of a particular stock without any increase
in demand. Modern Capital Theory predicts that three
effects should be considered. First, if the particular
operations of the firm require a stock issue, then these
operations constitute information which will be reflected
in the firm's stock price. Since it is hypothesized that
the operations requiring the issue are known to the market-
place prior to the announcement of the issue, this informa-
tion will be discounted in the stock price sometime prior
to the announcement. Secondly, the transactions costs and
mechanics of the issue form another set of information.
3 1n individual cases, some concrete expectations of the
type of issue will occur. For instance, if the firm has
announced a target debt-to-equity ratio of 60% and the
current ratio is 75%, then any new requirements for capital
can be expected to be met by an equity issue.
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This information deals with current costs rather than future
earnings, yet would have a slight depressing effect on the
firm's stock price on the announcement date. Third, for
issues of equity, the bondholders may receive an unanticipa-
ted bonus in the form of reduced default risk, and this may
cause a decrease in the value of the existing equity. To
the extent that the kind of issue, debt or equity, is unan-
ticipated prior to the announcement, this decrease will
occur on the date of announcement.
Surprisingly, for all these predictions very little
empirical research has concentrated on the price movements
of stock when firms announce and issue new equity. Most of
the research that has been done has considered the initial
offerings of stock by firms "going public". Work by Boness,
Chen and Jatusipitak [5], Reilly [25], Logue [17], McDonald
and Fisher [18], and Shaw [26] all suggest that abnormally
high returns are available for investors who buy the new
issue at its original issue price and sell it once the stock
begins to trade on some public market. The work also
suggests that once the new issue does reach the marketplace,
its subsequent behavior is very much like any other stock.
No research has been published in the financial
journals on the effects of issues of new equity by firms




This study will examine a sample of 401 instances of
firms announcing and later issuing new equity. This biases
the sample slightly to accepted issues. For each instance
of a new equity issue, the price movements of the issuing
firm's stock around the date of announcement of the issue
will be studied. We study the period of time around the
announcement instead of the issuance itself because most of
the information associated with a new issue is generated by
the announcement and should be immediately reflected in the
stock price, even though the issue has not yet occurred.
This behavior is consistent with the Efficient Markets
Hypothesis, which states that changing expectations are
immediately reflected in the stock price. Even so, in
addition to studying the price movements around the time of
announcement, several tests were made of the price movements
around the issue date.
The sample of 401 stock issues represents all stock
issuance announcements during the period 1962-1972 for
which adequate data exists. Thus, the sampling technique
was exhaustive. The period of July, 1962 to December, 1972
is studied since all prices for New York Stock Exchange
stocks have been recorded on magnetic tape by Standard and
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Poor's Corporation [12], and are available for computer
analysis.
An issue was included in the sample if the security
issued was common stock and if the firm's stock was traded
on the NYSE at the time of announcement, or was traded on
the ASE at the time of announcement and later moved to the
NYSE. Certain issues, however, were excluded from the
sample if at the time of announcement of a new equity issue
there was also an announcement of another type of security
issue. In this case it would be impossible to separate
the effects of the information associated with the two
different types of security issues. Specifically, the
following types of issues were excluded:
a) preferred stock with common stock, if the number
of shares of preferred was greater than 2/3 of
the number of shares of common stock issued.
b) secondary issues of common stock with new issues
of common stock, if the number of secondary
shares was greater than 1/2 the number of new
common shares.
c) simultaneous issuance of debentures and new
common shares, if the face value of the debenture
issue was greater than 2/3 the face value of the
equity issue.
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The specific bounds used to exclude simultaneous issues
were designed to exclude issues which would potentially
confuse the effects of the new common stock with the effects
of some other security.
The sources from which the issues were gathered are:
a) "1960-1969: A Decade of Corporate and International
Finance" [11]
b) Moody's Dividend Record Annuals, 1962-1972 editions [21]
c) Investment Dealer's Digest, Semiannual Corporate Finance
Summary, 1970-1972 editions [14]
d) A list prepared by Morgan-Stanley Corporation, New
York City [24].
The date of announcement of each issue was determined
by the first concrete mention of the issue in The Wall
Street Journal Index. In most cases, the announcement date
was the date when the proposed issue was announced by
management and was to be included on the agenda for share-
holder or director's approval, or when the firm filed an
application for the issue with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
In the analysis, a number of additional pieces of
information were collected. The debt-to-equity ratios and
number of shares outstanding for each firm prior to the
announcement were provided by The Interactive Data
Corporation [13]. Stocks were divided into classifications
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of utilities and non-utilities using Moody's Industrial
Annual's [22] and Moody's Utility Annuals [23].
Table 1 summarizes the type of companies and number
of issues each year which were included in the sample.
Most observations came from recent years due to the fact
that many more equity issues occurred in the recent years.
Utility issues comprise 53% of the sample.
The sample was also grouped by the percent of equity
issued, and by their relative debt-to-equity ratios. Table
2 summarizes the number of companies in each group, and
Table 3 gives other summary statistics. We find that
utilities tend to have much higher debt-to-equity ratios
than non-utilities, and they tend to have slightly smaller
issues relative to the number of outstanding shares.
4The number of major issues in each year is given in
Table 46 which is in Chapter 6.
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Number of Stocks 211 190 401
Range of % Equity
Issued 1-30% 2-48% 1-48%
Mediam % Equity
Issued 9% 10% 10%
Range of Average
Market D-E Ratio 20-64% 0-79% 0-79%
Median Market





If a stock price reflects, on average, all available
information about a firm, then this information includes
many important events outside the operations of the firm
itself, such as the general economic conditions and the
conditions of the particular industry. King [16] found
that, on average, 35% of the variability of a stock price
can be attributed to the fluctuations of the stock market
as a whole, and another 10% can be attributed to the firm's
particular industry. Since research attempts to explore
how the market reacts to information about an individual
firm, it is necessary to control for these market and
industry fluctuations. A number of statistical procedures,
based on theoretical models, have been developed over the
past decade. Each model5 purports to make explicit the
relationship between market factors and individual stock
prices, so that these market factors can be accounted for
in the analysis.
5Excellent summaries of the various models and their
supporting research can be found in Fama [9] and Jensen
[15].
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It will be useful to examine a typical study of the
capital markets using this technique. Ball and Brown [1]
studied the price movements of stocks around the time that
the firm's annual earnings were announced. They gathered
a sample of NYSE firms and their prices around the date of
announcement. Using multiple regression analysis, they
created a series of "adjusted" returns on each stock. The
adjusted return is just the change in price of the stock
(including dividends), divided by the original price, with
the effects of the market fluctuations statistically
removed. The date of the announcement was labelled "day 0"
and the adjusted returns of all the stocks in the sample
were averaged, relative to the date of announcement. They
found that for firms which announced increased earnings, the
stock price had increased during the months prior to the
announcement, and had ceased to increase after the announce-
ment. Similarly, for firms with decreased earnings, the
price fell prior to the announcement, and ceased to fall
after the announcement.
These results are consistent with the Efficient Markets
Hypothesis since they imply that the market has processed
other information prior to the announcement, and has antici-
pated the direction and magnitude of the earnings change.
The market did not wait for the actual announcement of annual
earnings to react to the information. Surely quarterly
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reports of earnings and officer's statements played an
important part in generating information for the marketplace.
Modern capital theory postulates a direct relationship
between the return on a capital investment and its risk.
Most capital asset pricing models explicitly state this
postulate. Black, Jensen and Scholes [2] have given excel-
lent evidence that the expected returns on portfolios of
securities are given by the following model:
E(R ) = ( 1 -i ) E(Rz) + S E(M)
where
E(R ) = the expected return on portfolio i in excess
of the return expected on a riskless investment,
such as government bonds.
E(R ) = the expected return in excess of the riskless
rate on a certain portfolio of stocks called
portfolio z. This portfolio is constructed
to be uncorrelated with the market fluctuations,
and of the smallest possible variance.
a = a coefficient measuring the systematic risk
inherent in owning this portfolio, relative
to the risk of owning the entire market
portfolio.
E(R ) = the expected return of the market portfolio in
m excess of the riskless rate.
The tilda () denotes that the return is considered to be
a random variable.
A number of fine studies have been conducted using this
model on monthly price data. Unfortunately, there is a
problem which arises when the model is used on daily data.
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The coefficient 8. is econometrically determined by using
stock returns and the returns on a market portfolio. For
daily analysis, the price at the end of a day is compared
to the previous day's closing price to produce a daily
return. These daily returns are regressed on the return
of a market portfolio to estimate the coefficient 0 .
However, for daily returns, these estimates will be biased.
The prices which are recorded as the closing prices are
actually the last traded price, and for stocks which are
not frequently traded, this may be the price of the security
several hours prior to the closing price. Since stock prices
react very quickly to new information, this last trading
price will not reflect any information which has become
known in the time between the last trade and the closing
of the stock market. So the return which we associate with
a given day is actually the return from a period just prior
to the closing of the market on the previous day; to a per-
haps different time prior to the closing on the next day.
Thus, we are not comparing a day's returns on an indi-
vidual stock to that same day's returns on a market portfolio,
but rather are comparing returns covering non-sychronous
periods.6 Regressions used to estimate the degree to which
6This problem does not arise with monthly data since
the time difference is negligable relative to a month.
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individual stock prices are dependent upon market movements
will underestimate this dependency, since they are comparing
non-sychronous periods. The coefficient 6 is an estimate
of the covariance between market movements and individual
stock returns, and is constrained to average one, so, some
stock's a's will be biased up (frequent traders) while others
will be biased down (infrequent traders).
The difficulty in dealing with these biases is further
compounded by the fact that the degree of bias depends on
the volume of trading of the particular stock. If a stock
is traded very frequently, it is more likely that the last
trade will be close to the closing time of the exchange,
and so the periods used in regression analysis will not be
as non-sychronous as for a stock which is infrequently
traded. So, the degree of bias is not constant over all
stocks, nor is it constant with respect to one particular
stock, since volume of trading is always changing. In
general, the biases are significant, and have hindered the
progress of research using daily data. This phenomenon was
first noted by Fisher [10] and has been called the Fisher
Effect.
This study will use daily adjusted returns to analyze
the reaction of the stock market to a new equity issue, and
so cannot use this particular capital asset pricing model
for the analysis. However, by using the same theory that
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generated the model, Black and Scholes [4] have developed
a variant of the capital asset pricing model which overcomes
most of the difficulties of using daily data. The Black
and Scholes method is very simple. Instead of econometrical-
ly estimating the coefficient ai, and combining it with the
adjusted return of the market portfolio, Rm, and the adjusted
return on the z portfolio, Rz, they constructed 10 large
portfolios of stocks, each with a different amount of market
effect and portfolio z effect. To obtain the adjusted
return for an individual stock, they simply subtract the
raw return from the return on the appropriate one of the 10
large portfolios. This method has all the advantages of
the capital asset pricing model in that it controls for the
fluctuations of the market portfolio, and for the different
risks of individual securities. At the same time, since
there is no need to estimate a in order to determine the
adjusted return, no biases are introduced if the stocks on
average have similar characteristics as the stocks in the
comparison portfolios.
B. Methodology of this Study
Using the Black-Scholes method of portfolios to create
adjusted returns, a series of adjusted returns for every
stock on the NYSE was created and placed on magnetic tape.
Four different types of tests were performed on portfolios
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of stocks which announced equity issues:
1. Portfolio Strategies using daily data
2. Cross-Sectional Analysis using daily data
3. Cross-Sectional Analysis using monthly data
4. Cross-Sectional Analysis using the issue date
instead of the announcement date.
1. Portfolio Strategies using Daily Data
This first type of analysis simulates the action that
an investor might take if he knew several weeks in advance
that the announcement of a new issue was going to occur on
a certain date. Every time he finds that such an announce-
ment is going to occur, he buys that firm's stock m days
prior to the announcement and sells the stock k days later,
which may be subsequent to the announcement. By examining
the return on his investment, we are also examining what
information has been discounted in the stock price by the
marketplace, and are able to determine the significance
of the results. In the following analyses, several different
"rules" are used to measure the information released on
various days:
a. Stocks enter the portfolio 20 days prior to the
announcement, and leave 10 days after it.
b. Stocks enter 20 days before and leave 6 days before
the announcement.
c. Stocks enter 5 days before and leave 1 day before
the announcement.
d. Stocks enter at the close of trading on the day
before the announcement, and leave at the close of
trading on the announcement day.
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e. Stocks enter 1 day after the announcement and
leave 5 days after it.
f. Stocks enter 6 days after the announcement and
leave 10 days after the announcement.
g. Stocks enter the day before the announcement and
leave the day after the announcement.
In every case, the cumulative adjusted return accruing to
the investor is calculated, and from this, a daily mean
adjusted return is also calculated. If this daily return
is significantly different from zero during a given period,
we can say that some change in market expectations about
the firm occurred and was reflected in the stock price
during that period.
In the initial analysis, several different strategies
of investment were used, and finally an equal-dollar strategy
was decided upon. At the beginning of July, 1962, the
investor puts $1.00 into his portfolio of stocks which will
announce equity issues. Every day, he sells his portfolio
and the next day buys the appropriate portfolio with all
the funds he has earned (or has left) from his original
investment, equally dividing his funds amongst the stocks.
The total cumulative return reflects the percent of his
original $1.00 investment that he has earned or lost as of
December 31, 1972, adjusting for the effects of the market.
Since there are 2619 trading days during this 10 1/2
year period and only 401 stocks in the sample, it is clear
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that on some days, there will be no stocks in the portfolio,
and on other days, there will be one or more stocks. The
variable number of stocks in the portfolio introduces a
problem of heteroscedasticity of daily returns. In the
test runs of the portfolio strategies, several adjustments
were made for heteroscedasticity. The daily returns were
divided by the square root of the number of stocks in the
portfolio on that day in an attempt to adjust for the added
variance inherent in having more stocks in the portfolio
on some days. Also, each observation was divided by the
estimated yearly variance to adjust for the variability
over time of the stocks. Adjustments for heteroscedasticity
are reflected in the value of the T-statistic, which compares
the returns to their observed variance. A high T-statistic
implies high confidence that the observed returns are not
spurious. In the case of both adjustments, the T-statistics
were not significantly improved, so in the final analysis,
these adjustments were not made.
2. Cross-Sectional Analysis using Daily Data.
Instead of simulating the returns of an investor over
the years, we can combine the adjusted returns of each
stock relative to the date of announcement (defined as day 0),
and compute the "cross-sectional" excess returns. This
method has several advantages and disadvantages over the
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portfolio strategy analysis. Since the cross-sectional
method computes the movement of excess returns of an "average"
stock over each of the days in the period of study, in a
single analysis we can explicitly follow the fluctuations
during this interval. In the daily cross-sectional analysis,
a period beginning 20 days prior to the announcement and
ending 10 days after the announcement is studied. We will
see explicitly the movements of the excess returns over this
31 day period. To follow the mean excess return on each day
using the portfolio method, 31 separate analyses are required,
one for each day.
The disadvantage of the cross-sectional method is that
it ignores the variability over time of the stock prices.
By pretending that all announcements occur on the same date,
day 0, we ignore the fact that some announcements occurred
in 1962 and others in 1972. As a result, the estimates of
the variance of excess returns will be biased downward, and
all the results will appear to be somewhat more significant
than they actually are. Thus, the cross-sectional analysis
is a "quick and dirty" method of generally examining excess
returns. We can get a very good indication of the magnitude
of the bias introduced by the cross-sectional method by
comparing the portfolio analysis with it. By using both
types of tests on daily data, we have the advantage of
viewing all the daily movements at once and at the same time
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we will know the degree of bias inherent in the calculations.
For each cross-sectional analysis, the individual excess
returns are cumulated over the 31 day period and averaged
over the portfolio. The variance of these individual cumu-
lative returns from their mean is also computed. Finally,
daily mean returns (uncumulated) are derived from the mean
cumulated returns. If
x , j is the adjusted excess return on the ith day
relative to the issue date of the jth firm out
of n firms
r , is the cumulative excess return on the ith day
for the jth firm
r is the mean cumulative return on the ith day
v is the observed variance of r
is the uncumulated daily return derived from
the r',
then the computations can be described by:




v = jr (r 
- i) n-1j=1
We can say that the mean daily return on a given day repre-
sents the daily movement of the excess returns on an average
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stock which announces an equity issue, and the cumulative
return represents the average cumulative return on a stock
since the 20th day prior to the announcement.
3. Cross-Sectional Analysis using Monthly Data
The daily data will give us an indication of the
information associated with an equity issue over a short
period around the announcement date. In order to view the
long term movements of stock prices, we cumulate the daily
data into months, and perform a cross-section analysis. The
period studied begins 12 months prior to the announcement,
and ends 4 months after the announcement. The date of
announcement is defined to be the beginning of month 0, and
all other months are counted relative to that date. As in
the daily cross-sectional analysis, a cumulative excess
return is computed along with its variance, and from it a
monthly mean excess return is computed. For any given month,
the cumulative excess return represents the cumulative return
on the portfolio of stocks beginning 12 months prior to the
announcement and ending in the given month.
4. Cross-Sectional Analysis using Monthly Data and Issue Date
In order to study any movements which might be dependent
on the actual issuance of new equity, instead of the announce-
ment, a separate analysis was performed using the issue date
as day 0 instead of the announcement date. The analysis uses
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monthly data and is otherwise similar in all respects to
the monthly cross-sectional analysis described in part 3
above.
C. Dividing the Sample into Portfolios
Each type of analysis is performed on a portfolio of
stocks. The sample of 401 stocks was divided into various
portfolios in order to test the effect of certain exogenous
variables in combination with the announcement. In the
introduction we discussed the shift in the relative value
of debt and equity that might be expected at the announce-
ment of an equity issue. As a test of this hypothesis, we
analyzed the returns on three portfolios of stocks announcing
equity issues. The original sample of 401 stocks was divided
into portfolios on the basis of the magnitude of their
debt-to-equity ratios. Several di'ffrent measures of the
debt-to-equity ratios were used:
a. Book ratio -- the current balance sheet values of
debt and equity were used to compute
the ratio.
b. Market ratio -- the market value of equity and the
balance sheet value of debt was
used to compute the ratio.
c. Average market ratio--the market debt-to-equity
ratios over the five years
prior to the issue were
averaged.
One might expect that the shift in value from the debt to
equity would be greater for firms with more debt, and using
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this technique we will test this expectation.
In the same way, the sample was also partitioned accord-
ing to the percent of equity offered in the new equity issue.
In the introduction we also discussed the hypothesis that
the transactions cost of an unanticipated new equity issue
will cause a decline in the firm's stock price on announce-
ment of the issue. If this hypothesis holds, one might
expect that for larger issues, the dollar value of this
transactions cost will be greater, and so the resultant
decline in the dollar value of the outstanding equity (price
per share times the number of shares outstanding) will also
be greater. The best test of this hypothesis would be to
partition the sample according to the dollar value of the
issue, and then to examine the dollar change in outstanding
equity. Unfortunately, the data for computing dollar changes
in equity is not available, and so the sample was partitioned
by the percent of equity issued.
Finally, since a significant (53%) portion of the
sample of firms were utilities, we partitioned the sample
into two portfolios on this basis to determine if non-
utilities and utilities differed in their returns associated
with new equity issues.
In the next chapters, we will discuss the results of
computer analysis using the four methods mentioned above on
various partitions of the sample by utility, percent equity
issued and debt-to-equity ratio.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS: TOTAL SAMPLE AND UTILITIES
A. Total Sample
As a first pass, we will examine the characteristics
of the entire sample of 401 stocks. 7 Table 4 gives the
cross-sectional abnormal, or excess, returns over the 31
days around the announcement date for the entire sample.
Day 0 is defined to be the announcement date. The mean
cumulative return and its standard deviation and t-statistic
are given for each day. A t-statistic greater than 1.96
implies 95% confidence that the associated return is dif-
ferent from zero. A daily mean return was computed from
the cumulative returns. Figure 1 graphically illustrates
the numbers given in Table 4. The results show a signifi-
cant negative return over the period. T-statistics for
the cumulative returns do not imply significant returns until
the day of announcement. This is consistent with the hypo-
thesis that the announcement of a new issue contains unanti-
cipated information.
By day -1, the cumulative returns are nearing signifi-
cance at the 90% level. This suggests that some leakage of
7Depending upon the type of analysis, daily or monthly,
and the variables by which the sample was partitioned, some
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the announced issue may be taking place. Corporate insiders
aware of the upcoming announcement may be acting on the
information, thereby allowing the market to adjust to some
of the information on day -1. Beginning with the day after
the announcement, there is essentially no price movement--
the decline seems to be permanent. This is consistent with
the Efficient Markets Hypothesis, for the new information
was immediately reflected in the stock price on day 0, and
no further adjustments were necessary. The returns from
day -l and day 0 together consitute the short-term reaction
to the announcement.8 This reaction is a decline in price
by about 1.6%.
Tables 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 study the movement of stock
prices using the portfolio method of analysis. The figures
in the tables follow the adjusted returns accruing to an
investor over the years. The mean daily adjusted return and
its standard deviation and t-statistic are given for each
year and for the total period. The cumulative yearly return
is the total change in the investor's portfolio over the
year. The average number of stocks in the portfolio during
8There are two reasons to include day -1. First, there
may be some Fisher Effect in the returns smoothing the actual
returns over two days. Secondly, the announcement date is
taken as the date the issue is announced in the Wall Street
Journal Index [29], and information may be reaching the
market after the publication deadline of the Journal, but
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each year was computed to give an indication of the "density"
of the portfolio. Table 5 gives the adjusted returns for
the strategy (-20, 10).9 Although there is almost always a
negative return associated with this strategy, only in 1971
is this return significantly different from zero. Essen-
tially the same data was used to compute both Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4 shows significant negative cumulative returns while
Table 5 shows these returns to be insignificant due to
their large variance. This gives an excellent indication of
the time-series variability which cross-sectional analysis
ignores.
The serial correlation coefficient is a measure of the
strength of dependence of a day's excess returns on the
previous day's returns. If the model being used correctly
adjusts for market-wide movements and risks, we would expect
the serial correlation to be low. Indeed, throughout all
these analyses, we will find low serial correlations.
Tables 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 summarize the returns for
strategies which divide the 31 day period into 5 subperiods.
We divide the period in order to examine exactly when changes
in price occur. Table 6 gives the returns for the strategy
(-20,-6). We see essentially insignificant returns for this
strategy. Table 7 gives returns for the strategy (-5,-l).
9Stocks enter the portfolio on day -20 and leave on
day +10.
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The returns are significantly negative for several years,
although the total period returns are not quite significant
at the 90% level. As in Table 4, this is suggestive of
information leakage.
Significant negative returns are assocaited with the
date of announcement (strategy (0,0)), as shown in Table 8.
These results parallel the decline shown on the announcement
date in Table 4. Over the 10 1/2 years, an investor buying
stocks at the close of trading the day prior to the announce-
ment and selling at the close of trading on the date of
announcement will experience a 95.8% decline in his invest-
ment, an average of 2.7% a day. 0 If the negative returns
from strategy (-5,-l) are included, we find a mean daily
decline of 3.4%. This figure is not strictly comparable to
the 1.6% decline shown in the cross-sectional analysis
(Table 4). The cross-sectional analysis computes an average
return per stock, while the portfolio analysis computes an
average return for a strategy per day. This strategy rarely
finds exactly one stock in the portfolio each day, so that
the two figures are not comparable, but rather are intended
to give two sides of the same results.
Tables 9 and 10 give results for the strategies (1,5)
and (6,10). In both cases, no significant returns occur.
1 0Note the large standard deviation of .0248 per day.
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As in Table 4, this is consistent with the hypothesis that
all information about the issue is discounted on or before
the date of announcement.
We have been considering the short-term price move-
ments of stocks around the announcement of new equity issues.
We shall now look at longer term periods. Tables 11 and 12
and Figures 2 and 3 show the cross-sectional analysis for
the 12 months prior to, and 4 months after the announcement.
In Table 11, we find that the cumulative adjusted returns
are significantly positive for every month after month -10,
and increase up to 8.6% by month +4. Note that the mean
returns for months -1 and 0 are negative, in contrast to
every other month. This is consistent with the negative
short-term results shown in earlier tables. The magnitude
of the returns over the two months is -2.5%, which is close
to the short-term decline experienced on days -l and 0 in
Table 4. The months in table 12 are defined so that the
end of month -1 is the day before the announcement, and
month 0 begins with the announcement day. So, Tables 11
and 4 are entirely consistent with each other. Together,
they show a general increase in the price of stock over the
period a year prior to the announcement, and a small decline
very near to the announcement date.
Table 12 and Figure 3 give cross-sectional monthly
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-12 0.00856 0.00856 0.07800 2.0030
-11 0.01221 0.02088 0.12253 3.1095
-10 0.00118 0.02205 0.14002 2.8786
-9 0.0011 0.02384 0.16516 2.6337
-8 0.00965 C.03372 0.19568 3.1449
-7 0.00659 0.04054 0.20829 3.5517
-6 0.01605 0.05724 0.24400 4.2809
-5 0.00847 0.0662C 0.27122 4.4539
-4 0.01190 0.07888 0.29554 4.8706
-3 0.00499 0.08427 0.32539 4.7260
-2 -0.00230 0.08177 0.36234 4.1183
-1 -U.01772 0.06260 0.36742 3.1092
0 4.00197 0.06469 0.38790 3.0434
1 0.00903 0.07431 0.43768 3.0982
2 0.00245 0.07695 0.44505 3.1550
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announcement. Month 0 begins with the issue date. We
find the same general characteristics as in Table 11.
However, the short-term decline in excess returns occurs in
months -2 and -1 here, instead of during months -1 and 0 as
in Table 11. This is consistant with the fact that on
average the announcement of an issue occurs about a month
and a half before the issue, and that the market reacts to
the announcement of the issue rather than the issue itself.
B. Utilities and Non-Utilities
Since utilities comprise such a significant portion of
our sample, we partitioned the sample into utilities and
non-utilities to determine if there are any differences by
these classifications because utilities are frequent issuers.
Table 13 and Figure 4 show the cross-sectional daily excess
returns for all non-utilities. The results are quite similar
to Table 4. We find significant negative returns associated
with the announcement. The returns begin to be significant
at day 0, and again there is an indication of some information
leakage on day -1.
In Table 14, we see that the portfolio returns over
the 10 1/2 year period using strategy (-20,10) do not show
significant returns. As in the comparison of Tables 4 and 5,
this shows the added time series variance of stock prices
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find significant negative returns for the strategy (0,0),
as shown in Table 15. Portfolio analysis was done for other
trading strategies on non-ulilities. The results are in-
cluded in Appendix B as Tables 47, 48, 49 and 50. Together
with the cross-sectional analyses, they confirm that almost
all information released is discounted on the date of
announcement, although there is a slight indication of
information leakage on the days immediately preceding the
announcement.
The same analyses were done for the sample of utilities,
and the results are given in Tables 16, 17 and 18. Table 16
and Figure 5 show a significant decline in excess returns on
days -1 and 0. The t-statistics for day -l suggest that for
utilities a significant amount of information leakage occurs
on the day prior to the announcement. Again, there is
essentially no price movement after the announcement date.
Table 17 gives the portfolio returns for utilities
using the strategy (-20, 10). There is the suggestion of
negative returns, and for 1967 and 1972, these returns are
significantly negative. The one-day excess returns are
given in Table 18. As in the other tables, we find signifi-
cant negative returns occur on the date of announcement.
In Appendix B, Tables 50, 51, 52 and 53 give the results
for other trading periods. They suggest that all adjustments
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By comparing the magnitude of the mean excess returns
for utilities and non-utilities, we can examine any dif-
ferences in the information which the market is discounting
near the date of announcement. Table 19 gives a summary
of such an examination for the past few tables and some
tables to come. In the table, the means and their standard
deviations are compared using the difference in the mean
t-statistic test. If this statistic is greater than 1.96,
we can say the two means are different from each other at
the 95% confidence level. The table shows that the mean
excess returns in Tables 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, while
often significantly negative in themselves, are not
significantly different from each other.
Tables 20, 21, 22 and 23 show the long-term price
movements for non-utilities and utilities associated with
the announcement. In Table 20 and Figure 6 we see a huge
excess return, 24.8%, associated with non-utilities announ-
cing equity issues. The cumulative returns are significantly
positive for every month after month -11. These results
strongly suggest that the market favorably changed its
expectations during the year prior to the announcement for
these firms. Even with these strongly positive returns,
note that month 0 has a return of -2.2%, which is consistent
with the short-term decline shown in Tables 13 and 15.
Table 21 and Figure 7 give monthly cross-sectional returns
111nm u1  1 11n I- I IlIgI  11111nu
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based on the issue date instead of the announcement date.
As in Table 12, these results are essentially the same as the
analysis done on announcement date, except that the decline
comes in the months immediately preceeding the issue,
indicating that price adjustments occur at the announcement
date and not at the issue date.
Table 22 and Figure 8 give results for monthly cross-
sectional analysis on utilities. In sharp contrast to the
positive returns shown for non-utilities over this same
time period in Table 21, utilities show a significant decline
of 8.9%. The difference in the means tests (Table 19)
confirms our suspicion that these results stand in sharp
contrast.
Note that the decline in price is more pronounced during
the months immediately preceeding the issue, and month 0.
This again confirms the short-term decline in price in
addition to whatever long-term movements are indicated.
Table 23 and Figure 9 give the same analysis based on issue
date instead of announcement date, and again we see the
same general results, shifted a month back since the market
is reacting to the announcement and not to the issue itself.
In general we have always found a short-term decline in
excess returns of about 2-3% at the date of announcement.
This decline is evident in both daily and monthly cross-
sectional analysis, and in the portfolio analysis for the
'1
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strategies which center on or near the date of announcement.
The decline is not significantly different for utilities
and non-utilities. Over the long run, non-utilities show a
strong increase in price while utilities show a strong
decrease in price followed by the announcement of an equity
issue. In the next chapter we will examine samples of
partitioned according to other variables in order to further
study the information associated with equity issues.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS: PERCENT EQUITY ISSUED AND D-E RATIOS
A. Percent Equity Issued
The sample of 401 stocks announcing new equity issues
was also partitioned into three groups according to the
percentage of equity offered by each firm. This percent is
defined simply as the number of new shares issued divided
by the new total number of shares outstanding, and represents
the percentage ownership which changes hands during the equity
issue. As mentioned in Chapter I, by using this variable
to partition the sample, we hoped to study the price move-
ments associated with different size issues. This particular
method of partitioning firms was chosen as the best given
the problems of data collection. The ideal partition would
be according to the dollar size of the issue, and then the
dollar decrease or increase in equity could be studied.
Unfortunately, our data can only show changes in the per
share equity, and since firms tending to issue large dollar
amounts of new equity would also tend to have large dollar
amount of outstanding equity, a partition by dollar size of
issue would obscure the analysis. Instead, by partitioning
according to percent equity, we are assuming that firms with
large amounts of outstanding equity will issue large amounts
of new equity, and so the partitions hopefully will result
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in the measuring of the effects of different size issues.
To the extent that this assumption is false, the partition
will not yield any information about this effect of issue
size.
The hypothesis is that the decline seen in stock price
on the day of announcement can be attributed to the trans-
actions cost of the issue and to the shift in value between
debtholders and equityholders. Since for larger issues
there is a larger dollar transaction cost and a larger bonus
for the debtholders, then for larger issues the decline in
stock price will be larger. Tables 24, 25, and 26 and
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the excess returns on the three
samples using dALly cross-sectional analysis. The mean
cumulative returns over the 31 day period around the announce-
ment date are all significantly negative, with the exception
of Table 24. In each case we see the same general charac-
teristics of price adjustment on day 0 as in the total
sample analysis. Note, however, that the magnitudes of the
cumulative returns for day 10 are increasing for increasing
percentage equity offered. Table 27 gives the results of
difference in the mean t-statistic tests for these and other
tables, and suggests that there is a significant distinction
in the decline a stock experiences, based on the percentage
of equity issued. This is consistent with our transactions
cost hypothesis, and is also consistent with the hypothesis












































































































































































ISSUES WITH LOW % OWNERSHIP OFFERED
128 STOCKS
DAY CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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ISSUES WITH MEDIUM X CWNERSHIP OFFERED
128 STOCKS
DAY CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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ISSUES WITH HIGH % CWNERSHIP OFFERED
129 STOCKS
DAY CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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Table 27
Difference in the Means Tests
Title
C-S Daily, Low %
C-S Daily, Med %





Non-Util, C-S Daily, Low% .01734
Non-Util, C-S Daily, Med% -.05043
Non-Util, C-S Daily, High%-.02421
Util, C-S Daily, Low %
Util, C-S Daily, Med %
Util, C-S Daily, High %
Port (-1,1), Low %
Port (-1,1), Med %




Non-Util, C-M, Low %
Non-Util, C-M, Med %
Non-Util, C-M, High %
Util, C-M, Low %
Util, C-M, Med %






























































































that a shift between debt and equityholders will occur.
The sample groupings were used for a portfolio analysis
using various trading strategies. For the strategy (-20,10),
no significant excess returns were found, as might be expec-
ted from previous results using this strategy. The results
of these analyses can be found in Appendix B in Tables 55,
56,57,58,59,60,61,62, and 63. The strategy (-1,1) more
closely covers the announcement date, and in Tables 28, 29
and 30 we see significant negative excess returns for all
three groups. The magnitudes of these negative returns are
about as expected from previous analysis, and as might be
expected from Tables 24, 25 and 26, they become increasingly
negative for increased percentage of ownership offered.
However, as Table 27 indicates, the difference in the means
tests do not show this increase in negative returns to be
significant.
The portfolio tests include the time-series variation
of stock prices which cross-sectional analysis ignores.
This explains why, using cross-sectional analysis, significant
distinctions were found in the three groups, and using
portfolio analysis, the distinctions were not significant.
Between the two types of analysis, we are left with a strong
suggestion that the percentage of equity offered does in-
fluence the decrease in stock price over the short-term.
Perhaps an analysis on actual dollar values, as ideally


















































































































































































































































































envisioned, would improve the clarity of this distinction.
Each of the three groups in the above analyses included
both utilities and non-utilities. In order to test the
effects of this, we re-partitioned the sample into 6 groups.
First, the utilities and non-utilities wer separated. Then,
for each of these classes, three equal groups were created,
ranking each firm by the percentage of equity offered.
Daily cross-sectional analysis was done on all six groups,
and the results were summarized into Tables 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, and 36 and Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18.
For the non-utilities, Tables 31, 32 and 33, we do not
see the clear incraase in negative excess returns that we
saw in the main sample, although Table 27 does show that
the difference in the means tests suggests significant dis-
tinctions for two df the three pairs. Neither are clear
distinctions shown by the utilities in Tables 34, 35 and 36.
The analyses were repeated using the portfolio strategy (1,1),
and again no significant differences were found. The results
of these portfolio strategies can be found in Appendix B in
Tables 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, and 69.
While these six groups exist, we can check the signifi-
cance of the differences in short-term returns across the
groups according to whether or not the groups are utilities.
This analysis is also summarized in Table 27. Tables 31 and













































































































































































UTILITY ISSUES & LOW % OWNERSHIP
65 STOCKS
DAY CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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UTILITY ISSUES E MEDIUM X OWNERSHIP
65 STOCKS
DAY CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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UTILITY ISSUES & HIGH % OWNERSHIP
68 STOCKS
DAY CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5X CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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NON-UTILITY ISSUES & LOW % OWNERSHIP
62 STOCKS
DAY CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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NON-UTILITY ISSUES & MEDIUM % CWNERSHIP
62 STOCKS
DAY CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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NON-UTILITY ISSUES & HIGH % CWNERSHIP
63 STOCKS
DAY CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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offered. We find a significant difference between the two,
however, the difference between firms with medium percentage
equity offered, as represented in Tables 31 and 35 is
significant in the opposite direction, and there is no
significant difference between the high percentage groups.
This leaves us with the results shown in Chapter IV between
Tables 13 and 16, that no distinction has been found in
the short-term excess returns of utilities and non-utilities.
We will now examine the long-term movements in excess
returns associated with percentage equity offered. Using
the three groups of stocks, cross-sectional analysis was
performed, and the results have been summarized in Tables
37, 38 and 39 and Figures 19, 20 and 21. The general
characteristics of these returns are the same as shown in
Table 11. There is an increase in excess returns over the
26 month period, and a decline on the date of announcement.
As shown in the difference of the means tests in Table 27,
there seems to be a significant increase in excess returns
depending on the percentage equity issued. The size of an
issue is a measure of the size of the capital requirements
causing the issue. Greater price movements should be
associated with greater capital requirements, all other things
equal.
In order to test this further, the main sample was
partitioned according to utilities and non-utilities, and
































































































ISSUES WITH LOW % CWNERSHIP CFFERED
114 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CCNFIOENCE LIMITS
















































































































































ISSUES WITH MEDIUM % CWNERSHIP OFFERED
101 STOCKS
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Table 39
CROSS-SECTIONAL ABNORMAL RETURNS












































































ISSUES WITH HIGH % OWNERSHIP OFFERED
118 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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then partitioned again by percentage equity offered. Recall
from Tables 20 and 22 that non-utilities experienced a
large increase in price prior to the issue, and utilities
experienced a large decrease. If this hypothesis holds,
then we would expect the non-utilities to show increasingly
positive excess returns for increasing percentage equity
issued. Utilities would be expected to show increasingly
negative returns for increasing percentage equity issued.
The results of cross-sectional monthly analysis of the six
groups are summarized in Tables 40, 41, 42, 43, 44 and 45
and Figures 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27.
We find no clear indication that excess returns for
non-utilities increase with the percentage equity offered.
As Tables 40, 41 and 42 and the difference in the means
tests in Table 19 show, while the high equity firms do have
a greater cumulative excess return than the low equity firms,
the increase is not monotonic across the three groups.
At best we have a suggestion that a trend exists. Similarly,
for utilities no significant relationship is indicated.
In Tables 43, 44 and 45 the results of cross-sectional monthly
analysis on the utilities are given. Difference in the means
tests are performed in Table 19, and we find that none of
the excess returns are significantly different from each
other. So, we find no clear support for the hypothesis that
































































































UTILITY ISSUES & LOW 2 OWNERSHIP
59 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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UTILITY ISSUES & MEDIUM % OWNERSHIP
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UTILITY ISSUES & HIGH % OWNERSHIP
49 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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NON-UTILITY ISSUES & LOW % CWNERSHIP
55 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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NON-UTILITY ISSUES & MEDIUM % OWNERSHIP
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NON-UTILITY ISSUES & HIGH 2 OWNERSHIP
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While the utilities and non-utilities wae broken into
these six groups, we again compared their long-term excess
returns across the sample, as was done in Tables 20 and 21.
The difference of the means tests are summarized in Table 19.
As previously discovered, the returns on utilities are
significantly different from those on non-utilities, for
all three classes of percentage equity issued.
B. D-E Ratios
In order to test the hypothesis that for firms with
greater percentage debt in their capital structure, the
shift in value from equitybolders to debtholders will be
greater upon announcement of a new equity issue, various
tests were done on samples partitioned according to debt-
to-equity ratios. The "book" debt-to-equity (D-E) ratios
for each firm were computed as stated by their balance
sheet figures. The sample was partitioned into two groups,
putting the lowest D-E firms in the first group, and the
highest D-E firms in the second. Other tests were done
using a "market" D-E ratio. This ratio was computed by
using the market value of equity and the book value of debt.
It was hoped that since this market ratio was not as dependent
upon the firms' accounting techniques, it would represent
a better partitioning of the main sample for the purpose of
testing our hypotheses. Cross-sectional and portfolio
liIl
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analyses were performed and their results were summarized
in Tables 70-90, and Figures 29-34, all of which can be
found in Appendix B. Difference in the means tests were
performed and have been summarized in Table 91, also in
Appendix B.
As brought out by Table 1 in Chapter 2, for our sample,
essentially all the low D-E firms are non-utilities, and
the high D-E firms are utilities. By partitioning according
to D-E ratios, we are really only separating the utilities
and non-utilities once again. The results of the analyses
according to D-E ratios, as shown by the tables, are essen-
tially the same as the analyses done previously for utilities
and non-utilities. For short-term results, there is no
significant difference between the 1.7%-2.8% decrease the
low and high D-E ratio firms show, and in the long-term,
there is the same dramatic difference in excess returns
first shown in Tables 20 and 22. Thus, the analysis of
debt-to-equity ratios cannot be separated from the analysis
of utilities and non-utilities. Even though we do find
significant distinctions in the excess returns of the two
groups, we cannot be sure whether the reason for this
difference is due to the D-E ratio, or due to the fact that
utilities and non-utilities behave differently. If a larger
sample of firms issuing equity could be found, perhaps
separate analyses of the effects of D-E ratios within the
133
classifications of utilities and non-utilities could be done.






Modern Capital Theory predicts three major stock price
reactions to the announcement of an additional equity issue
by established corporations:
1. Every stock issue is caused by a need for capital
and this need will generally have been discounted in the
price of the firm's stock preceeding the announcement of
the issue. In general, if managers are investing capital
profitably, the stock price will have already risen to
reflect the value of their investments.
2. There are significant transactions costs involved
in floating an equity issue. This cost will cause a small
and permanent decline in the price of the firm's stock.
The timing of this decline will be dependent upon the degree
to which the announcement of the issue type (equity or debt)
is anticipated.
3. The fact that an equity issue is occurring, in
contrast to a debt issue, has several ramifications for the
old debt and equityholders. First, the opportunity for a
1 1 It is possible, but unlikely, that management issues
equity since it feels the firm's stock is overvalued.
,iiI ;111 II IM111hi a I dII I,,
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debt issue, with its resulting tax benefits, has been
foregone. Second, the debtholders will experience an
increase in the value of their debentures due to decreased
default risk after the equity issue. These factors will
cause a shift in the value of the firm from equityholders
to debtholders, and the price of the firm's equity will
decline. The effect should be small and permanent. Again,
the timing of the decline will depend on the extent to
which the announced issue is anticipated.
B. Results
Through a variety of analyses on the sample of 401
firms issuing equity from 1962-1972, we have found the
following results:
1. Cross-sectional and portfolio analysis both show
significant negative adjusted returns on the date of the
issue announcement.
2. For some of the analyses, there were also signifi-
cant negative returns on the day prior to the announcement,
implying that a certain amount of information has been leaked
to the marketplace.12 The negative returns over the two days
together are about 2-3%.
12Or, alternatively, that the timing of the announcement
in the Wall Street Journal [29] was off. See footnote 8 on
page 49.
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3. The adjusted returns prior t.o the day before the
announcement, and the adjusted returns after the day of
announcement are not significantly different from zero in
the short-term.
4. There is considerably more variation present in
the portfolio analyses than in the cross-sectional analyses.
This indicates the magnitude of time-series variation
ignored by the cross-sectional method, and the superiority
of the portfolio method.
5. There were no significant differences between
adjusted returns on utility issues and adjusted returns on
non-utility issues in the short-term.
6. During the 16 month period around the announcement
date, non-utilities experienced significant adjusted returns
of about 24.8%.
7. During this same period, utilities experienced
significant adjusted returns of about -8.9%.
8. Cross-sectional analysis showed that the adjustments
in stock price associated with the issuance of new equity
occur at the date of announcement, and not at the actual
issue date, and were permanent.
9. Analysis of the percentage equity issued suggests
that in the short-term, firms issuing more equity experience
greater price declines. However, these results were not
always significant for certain subgroups of the main sample.
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10. Further analysis of the percentage equity issued
also suggests that in the long-term, non-utilities issuing
more equity experience greater price increases prior to the
announcement of the issue. Utilities did not experience
significantly different returns for different size issues.
11. Analysis of debt-to-equity ratios yields essen-
tially the same information as analysis of utilities and
non-utilities. This was expected, since utilities tend to
have much more debt in their capital structures than non-
utilities.
C. Conclusions
The results give support to the above hypotheses in a
number of ways. We see that both utilities and non-utilities
which eventially issued new equity experience price changes
significantly different from the rest of the market. These
changes may be reflecting operations of the firms which
later will result in an equity issue: expansion into poten-
tially profitable new ventures, a poor internal cash flow,
or an imbalanced capital structure. Utilities had negative
adjusted returns prior to their issues, while non-utilities
had positive adjusted returns. Within the context of the
hypotheses, we can attribute this distinction to the dif-
ferences in the firms' operations which required an equity
issue.
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Since the market is giving significantly different
returns on these firms than might otherwise be expected,
it may be anticipating a security issue of some sort.
Utilities, with their high debt-to-equity ratios, are far
more likely to issue equity, while non-utilities can choose
between debt and equity issues more easily. Unless the
exact date of announcement, type of issue, and the terms
of the issue are known, the market cannot totally anticipate
the upcoming information, and so we see short-term price
adjustments on the date of announcement. These short-term
price movements reflect the unanticipated part of the
information generated by the issue announcement.
The price adjustments made on and near the date of
announcement represent a 2-3% decline in the value of the
equity. We hypothesize a permanent decline in the value of
equity due to both the transactions cost and the shifts in
value from equityholders to debtholders. If the announcement
is anticipated to some extent, as has been suggested, then
the ultimate price decline due to the equity issue may be
somewhat larger than the 2-3% indicated.
Using tables 6f transactions costs for issues, we can
estimate the magnitude of the first component (transactions
costs) of the price decrease. In Table 46 the percentage
transactions cost for floating an equity issue are given
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cost over the 1962-1969 period is about 6% of the equity
issue. We saw in Table 3 (Chapter I) that for the sample
studied, the new issue represents about 10% of the old
outstanding equity. If the old equityholders suffer the
total cost of a new issue, their equity would decline in
value by about 10% x 6% = 0.6%. This is significantly less
than the observed decline on the days near the announcement.
We can conclude that at least the rest of the decline,
and perhaps more, is associated with the shift in value
from equityholders to debtholders. Only the unanticipated
part of this shift is observed on the announcement date, the
rest having already been discounted in stock price prior to
the announcement.
The second and third hypotheses predict that larger
equity issues will cause larger declines in the stock price,
due to increased transactions costs and a larger shift in
value from equityholders to debtholders. The timing of
this decline in stock price, and therefore the differences
in this decline due to issue size, depends on the extent to
which the market anticipates an equity issue and the issue's
size. Our analysis of firms by percentage equity issued
suggests that this relationship of price changes to issue
size holds, however, the results are not strong. Part of
this weakness may be due to the problem of partitioning
the sample according to the size of the issue (as previously
discussed).
The third hypothesis predicts that firms with more debt
will experience larger declines in stock price due to the
shift in the value of the firm from equityholders to debt-
holders. Our anlaysis of the sample by debt-to-equity
ratio was confounded by the dissimilar debt characteristics
of utilities and non-utilities. Analysis of utilities and
non-utilities show no significant differences in short-term
price declines, and a dramatic difference in long-term price
movements. Thus, any price changes due to differences in
amount of debt did not occur in the short-term. As previously
mentioned, we cannot determine if part of the difference in
long-term returns between utilities and non-utilities is
due to the debt differences without additional research.
The entire adjustment mechanism, as suggested by the
analyses, is consistent with the Efficient Markets Hypothesis.
The market immediately reacts to any changes in its expec-
tations. No further adjustments are necessary after the
announcement date.
The results run counter th the "segmented market"
hypothesis, which claims that a new equity issue will cuase
a decline in stock price due to an increased supply of the
stock given the demand. The results also run counter to
the "dilution" hypothesis, which claims that the stock
price will fall since current earnings per ahare fall for a
firm issuing equity. For instance, we found in the case of
141
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non-utilities, significant increases in the value of equity
in the long-term, instead of the predicted decreases.
D. Ideas for Future Research
The topic of new security issues offers fascinating
research. This study concentrated entirely on new equity
issues. Just as no such work has been done on new equity
issues, so is there a lack of evidence on certain other
types of security issues. Research on the market's reaction
to debenture and convertable debenture issues would be most
interesting in itself, and may help explain the mechanisms
by which the market reacts to equity issues. 1 3
Within the area of equity issues, there are several
excellent opportunities for further research. Perhaps the
most useful work would examine the requirement for capital,
as stated in the prospectus for an equity issue. This
requirement could then be compared with the actual price
movements experienced by the firm's stock. Hopefully, they
would be closely related. In any case, this work would shed
considerable light on the market's anticipation mechanisms.
We have hypothesized that bondholders experience price
increases in their bonds as a result of an equity issue.
-Research on bond price movements associated with equity
1 3Preliminary work on debentures and convertable
debentures was conducted in [X].07
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issues should be conducted to exam this assumption.
The work within this thesis would have been facilitated
by a larger sample covering a longer span of time. In
addition to the types of analyses used in the thesis, a
monthly (long-term) portfolio analysis would be most
useful for comparison with the cross-sectional monthly
results. This comparison would yield information on the
time-series variation in the long-term for which the cross-
sectional analysis cannot adjust.
With a larger sample, separate investigations into
the effects of different debt-to-equity ratios within the
classifications of utilities and non-utilities could be
conducted. This would give more information about the
effect of debt on the informational content of new equity
issues. Finally, if a model could be developed using
dollar movements in equity instead of percentage movements,
then a much clearer analysis of the effect of different
issue size could be done.
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INTRODUCTION TO APPENDIX A
Appendix A contains a list of the 401 firms used in
the analysis. The list is arranged alphabetically and
gives several pieces of information:
Date of Announcement--This is the date on which the first
concrete announcement that an equity




--The month and year on which the issue
finally takes place.
--The value of the issue in millions of
dollars as computed by multiplying
the number of shares issued times the
initial offering price.
--The ratio of new issued shares to old
outstanding shares. If this ratio
were 100, the firm would be doubling
its number of shares outstanding.






















































AMER ELECTRIC & POWER
AMER ELECTRIC & POWER



















BALT GAS & ELECTRIC
BALT GAS & ELECTRIC
BALT GAS & ELECTRIC
























































































































































































BECTON, DICKINSON & CO













CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT
CAROLINA TEL + TEL CO






CENTRAL HUDSON G & E
CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT




CENTRAL & SO WEST CORP
CNTRL TEL & UTIL CORP
CNTRL TEL & UTIL CORP

























































































































































































CHICAGO + EAST ILL
CHICAGO + EAST ILL
CHRYSLER CORP
CINCINNATI GAS & ELEC
CINCINNATI GAS & ELEC
CLARK EQUIPMENT CO
COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM
COLUMBUS & SO OHIO EL
















CROWN CORK & SEAL
DAYTON POWER AND LIGHT
DELMARVA POWER C LIGHT
DELMARVA POWER & LIGHT
DELMARVA POWER & LIGHT
DELMARVA POWER & LIGHT
DELMARVA POWER & LIGHT
































































































































































































































FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT


















































































































































FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT





































































DATE OF ISSUE ISSUE NEW























































































































































GEN TEL & ELECTRONIC




































































HOSP CORP OF AMER
HOWARD JOHNSON




IMPERIAL CORP OF AM







IOWA ELECTRIC LT & PWR
IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS & EL
IPCO HOSP SUPPLY CORP
IPCO HOSP SUPPLY CORP
JORGENSEN, E.M. CC
JOY MANUFACTURING
KANSAS CITY PWR E LT
KENTUCKY UTILITIES
KIMBERLY CLARK
KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIR





































































































































































































































NEW ENGLAND ELEC SYST
NEW ENGLAND ELEC SYST
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TEL
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TEL
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TEL
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TEL
N Y STATE ELECT & GAS







































































































































































































NO INDIANA PUBL SERV
NORTH NATURAL GAS
NORTH NATURAL GAS
NORTH STATES POW MINN
NORTH STATES POW MINN
NORTH STATES POW MINN




OKLAHOMA GAS & ELEC
OKLAHOMA GAS & ELEC
ORANGE & ROCKLAND UTIL
ORANGE & ROCKLAND UTIL
ORANGE & ROCKLAND UTIL
PAC GAS & ELEC
PAC GAS & ELEC
PAC POW & LT
PAC POW C LT
PAC POW & LT
PAC S W AIRLINES
PAC S W AIRLINES
PAC TEL & TEL
PAC TEL & TEL
PAC TEL & TEL
PACKARD-BELL ELECTR
PALM BEACH CO
PAN AM WORLD AIRWAYS
PENNSYLVANIA POW C LT
PENNSYLVANIA POW & LT
PENNSYLVANIA POW & LT
PENNSYLVANIA POW & LT















































































































































































































PUB SERV OF COLORADO
PUB SERV OF INDIANA
PUB SERV ELEC & GAS
PUB SERV ELEC & GAS
PUGET SOUND PWR & LGT
QUAKER STATE OIL
RAMADA INNS INC













ST JOSEPH LIGHT & POW






































































































































































































SAN DIEGO GAS & ELEC










SO CAROLINA EL & GAS
SO CAROLINA EL & GAS
SO CAROLINA EL & GAS








































































































































































357 TEXAS UTILITIES CO
358 TEXAS UTILITIES CO
359 THATCHER GLASS MFG CC
360 TOOL RESEARCH'& ENGR
361 TRANS WORLD AIRLINES
362 TSC INDUSTRIES INC
363 UAL INC
364 UNIONAMERICA CORP
365 UNION ELECTRIC CC
366 UNION ELECTRIC CC
367 UNION ELECTRIC CC
368 US LEASING INTL INC







376 UTAH POWER & LIGHT
377 VA ELECTRIC & POWER
378 VA ELECTRIC & POWER
379 VA ELECTRIC & POWER
380 VA ELECTRIC & POWER
381 WALWORTH COMPANY
382 WASHINGTON GAS LIGHT
383 WASHINGTON GAS LIGHT
384 WASHINGTON WATER POWER
385 WEIL-MCLAIN CO A
386 WESTCOAST TRANS
387 WESTERN BANCORPORATION
388 WESTERN UNION CORP
389 WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
390 WHITE MOTOR CORP
391 WICKES CORPORATION





































































































































































393 WISCONSIN ELECTRIC PWR
394 WISCONSIN ELECTRIC PWR
395 WISCONSIN PUBL SERVICE
396 WISCONSIN PUBL SERVICE
397 WISCONSIN PUBL SERVICE
398 WOMETCO ENTERPRISES
399 WOODS CORP





DATE OF ISSUE ISSUE






































INTRODUCTION TO APPENDIX B
Appendix B contains the results of various analyses
performed on the sample of 401 stocks issuing new equity
from 1962 to 1972. Each table and figure is referred to


































































































ALL NON-UTILITIES WITH ISSUES, 1962-1972















































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALL UTILITIES WITH ISSUFS, 1962-1972
DA TLY 187 STOCKS
ENTER PORTFOLIO DAY 1












































































ALL UTILITIES WITH ISSUES, 1962-1972
DA ILY 187 STOCKS
ENTER PORTFOLIO DAY 6





















































































ISSUES WITH LOW % OWNERSHIP OFFERED
DAILY 129 STOCKS
ENTER PORTFOL-IC DAY -20






















































































ISSUES WITH MEDIUM % OWNERSHIP OFFERED
DAILY 129 STOCKS
ENTER PORTFOLIO DAY -20











































































ISSUES WITH HIGH % OWNERSHIP CFFEREO
DAILY 129 STOCKS
ENTER PORTFOLIO DAY -20



































































































































































. PORTFOLIO EXCESS RETURNS
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Table 70
CROSS-SECTIONAL ABNORMAL RETURNS



























































































ISSUES WITH LOW AVERAGE D-E RATIO
88 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
-12 +-------------------*+e--------------------
* 1 8 I
I I * I e I I
I 1* 1i*0 1 I






I I * I * IC I
I I * I * 1 0 1
-2 + - +-*----+-------- +- 0--
1 1* I *1 01o
1 1* 1 *1 0 1











































































































ISSUES WITH MEDIUM AVERAGE D-E RATIO
84 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CCNFIDENCE LIMITS
-12 +--------------+-----*O+-----+------- +
I I * I o * 1
I I * I C * I I
-7 +-----------*---*-------+---0--*-+-----------
1* 1 0 *1 I
I * 1 0 *1 I
I* 1 0 *
-2 +-----*-+------------+---O0---+-*----- +
1 * 1 I I
I * I 10 j * I
I * 1 10 * I
3 + *------9-------------+0--+-----* +

































































































ISSUES WITH HIGH AVERAGE D-E RATIO
88 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS




















S *01 I I * I
1 *0 1 1 I * I
10* 1 I I * I
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ISSUES WITH LOW "MARKET" D-E RATIOS
133 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
-12 +-----------+--------*+s----------------+
I * I * 01 1
I I * I *O 0 1
I * I * O I C
I * I * 1 0 I
-2 7----+----------+----------+------*~~-------------+
1 * I * O C
1* 1 * I 01i
1 1* I *1I O I
3 +---------+*--------+---------------------0+
































































































ISSUES WITH HIGH "MARKET" D-E RATIOS
127 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
-12 +-----------------+*--O--*----------------+
I * 10 * I I
* * I I
I * 0 * j
1 *0 * I
-7 +----------------+ *-----+------- +
I O * I * I I
I I o * * j
S10 * i * 0
1 10o * j * I I
-2 +-----------+0----*-------*-------+------------+
1 01i * I * I
1 0  * j *
10 I * I * I
0 I * I * I I
3 +0--------+----*---- +---*----+------------+
-. 10 0.0 .10
Table 81
PORTFOLIO EXCESS RETURNS
ISSUES WITH LOW "MARKET" C-E RATIOS
DAILY 146 STOCKS
ENTER PCRTFOLIO DAY -20





































































































































































ISSUES WITH LOW "MARKET" D-E RATIOS
DAILY 146 STCCKS
ENTER PORTFOLIO DAY -1





















































































































































































































































ISSUES WITH LOW "BOOK" D-E RATIOS
130 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
-12 +-----------+--------*+ --------+----------
I I*jO eI I
I I* 1 *0 I
I I * I *0 o I I
-7 +----------------*-----*----0+----------+
I I ** C I
I I * j * 10
I I * I * I C I
I* I * 1 1
-2 +------------------------------------*---------+
1 * I * I I
I 1* I *1 C
Ij* 1 *1 0o I
1* 1 *1 Cl
3 +------------------*----------------------0
-. 21 0. .21
































































































ISSUES WITH HIGH "BOCK" D-E RATIOS
130 STOCKS
MONTH CUMULATIVE RETURN AND 5% CCNFIDENCE LIMITS
-12 +------------------*---fJ---*-----+---------+
I I * j 0* j
I I * I e I I
I I * ICo * j I
I j * o I * I I
-7 +-------------+------------+
I 1* 0 1 *1
S* 0 I * I
I *1 0 I 1* I
1 *1 01o ij*
-2 +------*--+----fJ----+----------+--*------+-
1* I 0 1 I *1
I * 01 1 I * I
I *0 1 1 1 *
































































































ISSUES WITH HIGH "BOOK" D-E RATICS
DAILY 146 STOCKS
ENTER PORTFOLIC DAY -20



















































































































































































ISSUES WITH HIGH "BOCK" D-E.RATICS
DAILY . 146 STOCKS
ENTER PORTFOLIO CAY -1




















































































Difference in the Means Tests
Title
C-S Monthly, low Av. D-E
C-S Monthly, med Av. D-E
C-S Monthly, high Av. D-E
Port (-1,1), low Av. D-E
Port (-1,1), med Av. D-E








C-S Monthly, low market D-E .24212
C-S Monthly,high market D-E -. 09532
Port (-1,1), low market D-E
Port (-l,1),high market D-E
-. 00229
-. 00213
C-S Monthly, low book D-E .20944
C-S Monthly, high book D-E -. 05485
Port (-1,1), low book D-E
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NORMAL TERMINATION
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